to be dispersed. At the lower end of the scale, improving ventilation and sealing cracks in concrete floors may do the trick. With suspended timber floors the aim is to increase the flow of air beneath them—either passively through air bricks or by installing a fan. In houses with a concrete floor and higher radon levels it may be necessary to dig a sump—a small cavity beneath the floor—from which air is extracted, so removing any troublesome gas that might otherwise find its way into house.

Do these arrangements actually work? Passive systems are less effective and, although they have no moving parts to wear out, may still go wrong: airbricks blocked by vegetation, for example. Only a further radon test will reveal if there’s been a failure. Active systems are better at removing the gas—but electric extractor fans don’t last for ever. The National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) has demonstrated their value and also shown that fans reckoned to have a working life of no more than five years may actually run for double that. So even householders too negligent to examine their extractor fans more than once a year still have much to gain.

One form of negligence that’s harder to overcome is a disinclination to do anything at all. A brief review of domestic radon published three years ago by the Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology made gloomy reading. It reported estimates by NRPB that the gas significantly affects around 100 000 properties in Britain. Of householders whose radon was above the recommended action level (200 Bq/m$^3$), only about 10% were actually tackling the problem. NRPB says it has no reason to believe that the figure has subsequently improved.

Why the poor showing? The Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology identified four factors: a reluctance to do anything if the radon concentration is only slightly above the action level; a tolerance of “natural” radiation as opposed to its equivalent from the nuclear industry; inadequate access to reliable advice; and, of course, simple inertia.

Reflecting on his life’s work, a distinguished radiation biologist once regretted that radioactivity was invisible. He’d always wished, he said, that he could paint it blue. Maybe our enthusiasm for home protection would get a boost if the gas percolating up through the floorboards had some equally eye catching colour.

Competing interests: None declared.
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A multiagency protocol for responding to sudden unexpected death in infancy: descriptive study
Anne Livesey

A working party set up by the Royal Colleges of Pathologists and of Paediatrics and Child Health has recommended introducing a national multiagency protocol for the management and investigation of sudden and unexpected deaths in infancy.

In 1999, a protocol embodying many of the features now recommended for the national protocol was introduced in Sussex, England.

This report on how such a protocol works in practice and its findings have implications for the implementation of a national protocol.

Participants, methods, and results

I collected anonymised data from coroners’ records on postmortem investigations and cause of death of all infants who were reported to have died suddenly and unexpectedly in Sussex (total population 1 500 000, 150 000 aged under 15) in the three years 2000-2.

I used postal questionnaire and semistructured interview to get information about the working of the protocol from professionals in the seven relevant disciplines and from parents (subject to their general practitioners’ consent). I identified 29 infants, aged 3 days to 8 months; adequate records for analysis were available on all but one. Eight of the 29 deaths were attributed to a specific natural cause, 16 to sudden and unexpected death in infancy or to sudden infant death syndrome, one to unintentional overlay (suffocation), and two to unnatural causes; two were classified as unascertained (table). Implementation of the protocol varied considerably. The ambulance service had not implemented it. In accordance with the protocol, coroners or their officers sometimes refused permission for pathology samples to be taken immediately but could not always readily be contacted out of hours. Interagency discussions were held in all cases, but relevant professionals were not always invited to contribute. Joint home visits by police and paediatricians were generally not initiated. Most paediatricians had concerns about being available at short notice, and some were unwilling to visit the home. Despite the guidelines, some also expressed uncertainty about their role. The number of police involved tended to be disproportionate and some parental feedback on police involvement was negative.

This article was posted on bmj.com on 13 December 2004: http://bmj.com/cgi/doi/10.1136/bmj.38323.652523.f7
Compliance with protocol for responding to sudden unexpected death in infancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol requirement</th>
<th>Total cases</th>
<th>Cases complying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baby transported to hospital (not direct to mortuary)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology samples taken in emergency department</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint home visit by paediatrician and police officer</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early interagency strategy discussion</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postmortem examination by paediatric pathologist (or general pathologist with a special interest)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postmortem examination included</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeletal survey</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxicology</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen section of liver (metabolic)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultures</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police attendance minimised</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis of SIDS/SUDI after early metabolic investigations</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis of SIDS/SUDI after abnormal toxicology excluded</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SIDS=sudden infant death syndrome; SUDI=sudden and unexpected death in infancy.
*Data incomplete, but no more than five officers present.

Although postmortem examinations were done in all but one case by pathologists with training, or a special interest, in paediatrics, the transport of bodies to a specialist centre for autopsy contributed to delays of three or more days in investigations in 13 cases. Delays can affect results.1 Diagnoses of sudden infant death syndrome sudden and unexpected deaths in infancy were made without consistent investigations.

Comment

The implementation of a multiagency protocol for managing sudden and unexpected deaths in childhood had serious deficiencies. These may have arisen from a lack of overall leadership and responsibility, failure to anticipate its implications, and non-compliance by some individuals. This occurred even though it had been drawn up in consultation with all the relevant disciplines and was approved by coroners, area child protection committees, and senior managers.

Although numbers were small, reflecting the rarity of these deaths, and though responses were incomplete, more than half the parents and professionals contacted responded, and coroners provided access to all relevant data. Parents provided valuable feedback on local practice; this will be useful in future evaluations.

Effective implementation of a national protocol will need strong lines of intra-agency and interagency accountability and may need statutory backing.
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The wrong time and place

As doctors, we are constantly faced with intense, sometimes unbearable, pressures, and we use various strategies to cope. One preferred method is sharing our experiences with colleagues. We are able to acknowledge horrendous scenarios, justify our errors, and forgive our mistakes by making a situation light hearted. Too often we forget that in the world beyond the hospital walls this can sometimes be considered callous and disrespectful.

One Saturday night I was out with some friends from medical school, and among us was the token “non-medical” friend—the friend every doctor needs to keep our heads out of the clouds, and, as far as possible, our feet grounded. As with all medical reunions, the topic of conversation quite quickly turned to our misadventures at work. On this occasion, the conversation turned to the increasing frequency of nursing staff failing to notice misadventures at work. On this occasion, the conversation turned to the increasing frequency of nursing staff failing to notice.

Rubeta Matin
Senior House Officer, Southampton General Hospital, Southampton (rubetamatin@hotmail.com)
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